"We do twice the seeding with half the crew."

Landscape, grounds managers, and superintendents rave about the ATI Preseeder Tiller. Now you too can reduce labor and improve results for all types of landscape construction and renovation work.

One operator can easily turn a rough grade into a perfect seedbed every time. Use it to renovate lawns, turf, golf courses. Rake and level. Ideal for sports field maintenance. Fixed angle and pivoting models in two sizes.

"We looked at other machines," says one customer, "But none even comes close for versatility and tough construction." Don't settle for less. Call today for FREE color brochure.

"TILL, LEVEL, AND RAKE IN ONE STEP"

VERSA-LOK® Retaining Wall Systems
Oakdale, MN • (800) 770-4525 • http://www.versa-lok.com/wall

Call (800) 770-4525 to receive FREE Design & Installation Guidelines and learn about the advantages of our solid units.

IMPERIAL creeping bentgrass shows improved turf density due to its finer leaf texture and better heat tolerance. IMPERIAL can be used on golf greens, tees, and fairways, grass court tennis, bocci ball or croquet courts in high maintenance sports turf applications. IMPERIAL has improved wear tolerance, among other newer bentgrass varieties in the latest NTEP trials. It has a fast establishment rate and very good seedling vigor.

(800) 275-8558

We Specialize in Remote Controls
No more wasted time at the controller or running back and forth to the field with our New TRC Commander and Sidekick FM remote controls for irrigation. Now with PDT”FM transmission we transmit 5 miles with one 9V battery. Our remotes will operate on any 24VAC solenoid valve irrigation system and are backed by a 3 year warranty. In addition, we are introducing our new line of receiver cards with no hardwiring for the Rain Bird®ESP MC and the Irritol® Dial and MC series.
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